
From: Robert Van Ravenswaay [rvanravenswaay@suncal.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2007 3:27 PM
To: Crescentia Brown; afreilich@suncal.com; pkeliher@suncal.com; hlee@oaklandcityattorney.org; 
Atkinson, Steve; Frank Kennedy; jensenaicp@aol.com
Cc: Shana DeClercq
Subject: Comments I-4 - Concrete recycling and demolition

Attachments: SunCal - Oak Knoll Crushing Information.pdf; Demo material estimate - buildings.pdf; 
Demo material estimate - hardscape.pdf
We estimate there will be about 150,000 tons of asphalt and concrete that we will recycle at Oak Knoll, then reuse 
for roads, road base, sub-base and corrective grading.  Draft volume calculation sheets are attached – buildings 
and hardscape are calculated separately.

In terms of trucking concrete off-site for crushing, my understanding is that we are limited to 10 ton loads – weight 
rather than volume is the key measure.  So this would be at least 15,000 loads.  If each truck comes loaded with 
crushed concrete and takes a new load out, then maybe it would just be 15,000 trips.  If not – if trucks are empty 
one way, then we could easily go to 30,000 trips.

Where would it go?  We have not evaluated that, but the Builders Guide for Alameda County lists several 
locations in the East Bay – their ability to handle such a large project is unknown to me.  Trucks would have to 
avoid 580 –taking either Hegenberger or 98th Street to 880, then go toward Richmond or San Leandro.  At best, 
we might work with a facility near Hegenberger and 880.  That would be one-way trips of slightly more than 4 
miles.  And diesel exhaust is still pretty heavy with GHGs and particulates.

I have also attached information on the planned crushing operation and noise levels.  The first few pages 
summarize the equipment and layout.  Page 5 shows noise levels at various radii from the plant.  Wind direction 
matters, but by 400 feet away, the noise is I the 50dB range, which is below background noise at Oak Knoll.   As I 
mentioned, we have been operating chippers on-site as part of non-permit tree removal.  Below are results of 
noise testing we did with hand-held equipment.  This measures only peak noise, but gives a sense of levels and 
attenuation.  We have had no noise complaints working with this chipper near the hospital.

Robert van Ravenswaay
(415) 305-5343

From: Keith Swett
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2007 1:58 PM
To: Robert Van Ravenswaay
Subject: Chipper Sound Study

 I ran two sound tests at the chipper.  The first test was performed moving away from the chipper, up a road 
between buildings.  The second test was performed moving away from the chipper, down a road through a 
wooded area.  As expected, the buildings contained and increased the sound readings. The measurements are 
peak readings in dB when logs were being fed through the chipper.

                         Test 1                                         Test 2

50'                      106                                              104

100'                    105                                              102

150'                    97                                                89 

200'                    95                                                93
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250'                    96                                                88 

300'                    89                                                80

350'                    89                                                72 - blends to background

400'                    84

450'                    80

500'                    70 - blends to background

The sound of the chipper, though annoying, is no louder than normal speech (70 dB) at 350 to 500 feet away, 
depending on conditions.  FYI, the Cal OSHA Permissible Expoure Level is 85 dB time weighted average for an 8 
hour exposure.
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